
Unique, Mind-Blowing and Interactive
Mobile Entertainment.

Book your event today and experience the thrill!

www.g2uksa.com

800 749 1000800 749 1000



Games2U takes you where no games have gone before 
with unique, mind-blowing and interactive mobile 
entertainment.

Experience the thrills enjoyed by thousands of Games2U 
satisfied customers when you book your event today. 

Whether you’re planning a company function, school 
fundraiser, or just about any other kind of event, Games2U 
can bring you an on-site, mobile experience that you’ll 
never forget.

Our Branches 

Riyadh

King Abdullah Street, Beside ToysRus.
Tel. 00966 11 2052126

Jeddah

Aziziah District, Building Beside Choclate Palace, Office 2
Tel. 00966 12 6727010
        00966 12 6723090

Social Media @g2uksa @g2uksa @games2uksa



Kid’s Playtime
Make your child the envy of the playground crowd when you plan their event with Games2U. 4D virtual 
reality rides, mobile gaming theaters, high-tech laser tag and giant hamster balls are just a few of the 
fun, unique and safe activities that we can bring right to your door. We’ll show-up, set the games up, rev 
the kids up and when we’re done, we’ll clean up!

Teen Gatherings
Tired of trying to plan an event that’s hip enough for your oh-so-cool teenager? Relax. We’ve got the 
answer. We’ll help you throw an event that’s way cool for them, and way affordable for you! With our ex-
clusive mobile gaming theater with surround sound and multi-player action, to our incredible 4D virtual 
reality experience guaranteed to give them the ride of their life, you’ll become a hero.

Annual Occasions
For the most awesome bash ever, celebrate in style with our exclusive entertainment packages. Start by 
playing your favorite video games in our one-of-a-kind mobile gaming theater featuring surround sound 
and multi-player action. Now add the heart-pounding excitement of our 4D rides, giant hamster balls 
and high-tech laser tag and you’ve got an event to remember. It’s the perfect event for kids from 8 to 80 
and fully customizable to suit your guest list and your budget!

Graduation
So they’ve graduated, but can they handle our giant hamster balls? Turn any graduation event into a 
unique celebration! From middle school to grad school and everything in between, we can help you give 
them the time of their lives with their favorite video games in our exclusive multi-player gaming theater, 
the heart-pounding excitement of our 4D virtual reality experience, and their favorite movies and music 
videos on our giant inflatable projection screen! Best of all, you can customize it according to age group 
and budget!  

Events
We’re more than just social gatherings! At Games2U we can help 

you plan just about any kind of event. From graduations and fund-
raising events to company functions and team building activities.  

We can bring out the kid in just about anyone!
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Company Functions
Turn your next company functions into an event they’ll never forget! Boost morale with video game 
competitions in our top of the line mobile theater. Encourage team building with an outdoor laser tag 
match or just blow off some steam in a giant hamster ball. No matter what you’re looking for, we’ve got 
dozens of cool and unique activities your employees will appreciate and enjoy. It’s tailored to suit adults 
of all ages and different financial plans!

Customer & Employee Appreciation
Make your best customers and employees smile from ear to ear! Everyone will feel appreciated with our 
exclusive state-of-the-art mobile gaming theater, outdoor laser tag and giant inflatable movie screens. 
For that WOW factor you were looking for, we can create an entertainment extravaganza with a full 
range of live action and multi-media activities that are perfect for kids and adults of all ages, and for the 
budget you have in mind!

School Fundraisers
Help your school set fund raising records! There’s no better way to get the most out of your next fun-
draiser than with a Games2U special touch. Create excitement and encourage participation with our 
mobile video game theater, giant hamster balls, outdoor laser tag and more. These are just a few of the 
unique, exciting and safe activities we can bring to your next event. You can even tailor it according to 
your audience and your spending plan!

Charity Events
Turn your charity fundraiser into a smashing success with a Games2U entertainment extravaganza. Get 
the crowd going with our mobile video game theater, giant hamster balls, outdoor laser tag and more. 
Add these marvelously engaging and safe activities to your next event and make it one they’ll never 
forget. It’s the perfect entertainment combination for kids, adults and budgets!

Festivals & Carnivals
Take your festival or carnival event to the next level with the uniqueness of Games2U activities. Our 
exclusive mobile video game theaters feature HD plasma screens, and the hottest titles and multi-player 
action. Suitable for both pay-to-play and no-cost events, we offer more than a dozen exciting, original 
and safe activities that can help your festival reach new heights. Great for kids and adults of all ages and 
fully customizable to suit your budget!

Company Event
Spice up your next neighborhood or community event by bringing Games2U to the event. Encourage 
participation with our mind-blowing mobile video game theater, outdoor laser tag, giant hamster balls 
and more. These are just a few of the unique activities that are both fun and safe for the whole family. 
Whether fundraising or just having fun, you’ll see that Games2U is made to fit any age group and spend-
ing amount!

Corporate Team Building
Create a team-building event they’ll remember! Build trust and promote involvement through our 
unique and creative team building activities. From outdoor laser tag matches and giant hamster ball 
races to video game competitions and water balloon battles, you’ll find just the right combination to 
boost morale and create bonds that last. We offer an entire range of options that can be customized to fit 
your audience and your budget.
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Our Games
We’re more than just Video Games! At Games2U we provide the 

largest selection of games of any provider of mobile entertainment. 
From 4D ride experiences to giant hamster balls, we’ve got some-

thing for everyone!

Unbelievable events at an unbeatable value!

4D Theater
Strap yourself in for the ride of your life!

The 4D Theater takes 3D entertainment to the 4th dimension - literally. Put on your special electronic 
glasses and feel the seats move, the wind in your hair and mist on your face. With seating for six riders, 
each 3-5 minute cinematic cyclone is a mind-blowing trip all its own. Whether you’re flying down a 
haunted mine shaft at lightning speed or exploring a strange, new world with alien creatures popping 
out of the screen, you’ll experience an entertainment sensation like no other!

 RIYADH                   JEDDAH                  
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Gyroscope
Experience weightlessness right in your own backyard!

Our giant Gyroscope takes you on a ride like no other. Standing in the center of 3 steel rings that rotate 
inside one another, you’ll go round and round and upside down without getting dizzy. Engaging to 
watch and thrilling to ride, this is a truly unique sensation - and lots of fun!

Candy Cannon 
Make your event a real blast!

Fill our Candy Cannon with candy, event favors, t-shirts or just about anything you’d like to shoot into 
the air. You can even create contests to see who can shoot the farthest. It adds quick and easy fun and 
excitement to any celebration.

 RIYADH                   JEDDAH                  

 RIYADH                   JEDDAH                  
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Booger Wars
A Games2U exclusive!

Imagine dodge ball meets capture-the-flag, only with boogers and giant noses instead of balls and flags. 
And yes, we’re serious. Booger Wars is an exciting (and completely clean) game where players throw 
beanbag “boogers”, taken from giant noses, at each other in an attempt to get their opponents out. It’s 
great for kids and adults and one of our most popular team building activities.

 RIYADH                   JEDDAH                  
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Foam Machine Pool
It’s all the fun of a bubble bath without the soap and water!

Our Foam Machine Event is a wet and wild way to flop around in foam with your friends. The inflatable 
pit creates a giant sudsy sensation just about anywhere… and clean up is quick and easy. It’s good, clean 
fun for kids and grown-ups of all ages (and the foam is biodegradable too!)

 RIYADH                   JEDDAH                  
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Giant Hamster Ball
One of our most popular activities!

Our Giant Hamster Balls are a unique and exciting way to experience the thrill of 360 degree fun. 
Whether standing up or sitting down, you’ll have a blast rolling around on just about any surface. For 
even more fun, add a second hamster ball to create competitions. Big enough (and safe enough) for 
both kids and adults, it’s like nothing you’ve ever experienced (unless you’re a hamster)!

 RIYADH                   JEDDAH                  
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Beat the Bucket 

Beat The Bucket is a unique game fun for all ages. One player throws water-logged foam balls (or juggle 
balls) at the two targets on the front of the station. A second player stands behind the station while 
trying to block the balls with a moveable arm. If the target is successfully hit, the bucket above the 
defending player will dump.The Bucket automatically resets and fills for continued fun.

 RIYADH                   JEDDAH                  
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Laser Tag 
It’s the game of tag like it’s never been played before!

Laser Tag is an exciting combination of tag and hide & seek with a little Star Trek thrown in for good 
measure. Players compete in teams to find and tag their opponents using high-tech lasers. Obstacles on 
the battlefield create opportunities to hide and ambush opponents. With a little bit of strategy, some 
quick wits (and even quicker reflexes) your team will emerge victorious. It’s a blast for kids from 8 to 80, 
and an awesome way to boost office morale.

 RIYADH                   JEDDAH                  
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GaGa Game 

GaGa is similar to dodge ball, but is played in an enclosed space known as a GaGa Pit. Up to twenty 
players can play at a time. GaGa Ball is great for ages five and up, and can be used indoors or outdoors. 
The goal of the game, like dodge ball, is to hit the your enemies, and be the last person standing. Players 
use only their hands to hit the ball, but unlike dodge ball they cannot catch and throw it. The game is 
fast moving and great exercise... you wont be able to get them out of the pit!

Gaming Station 

Experience the ultimate in gaming competition just about anywhere!

Our Mobile Gaming Stations are portable and allow up to 4 players to compete simultaneously. You 
can even link multiple stations together for an epic battle! They’re just the right size for indoor play but 
durable enough to go outside, too.

 RIYADH                   JEDDAH                  

 RIYADH                   JEDDAH                  
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U:BOT
A Games2U exclusive!

Become the robot you’ve always wanted to be and invade any event or special event. Jaws will drop as 
you climb into this giant, 7-foot tall mobile menace and bring it to life using the joystick controls. U:bot 
features laser sounds, a voice synthesizer and even a fog machine – all at your fingertips and under your 
control. You came to conquer - and you will!

 RIYADH                   JEDDAH                  
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U:launcher
A Games2U exclusive!

This sleek aluminum launcher is designed to blast water balloons, bean bags or just about anything up 
to 90 yards. Create distance competitions or pit two U:launchers against each other and have a battle. 
Our exclusive filling station makes creating, loading and launching water balloons easy, fast and part of 
the fun! Perfectly sized for both kids and adults and great for team building.

Archery Tag
A Games2U exclusive!

Archery Tag® is an exciting and competitive new sport that combines the adrenaline rush of paintball 
with the skillset of traditional archery.  Our game is intense enough to satisfy thrill seekers and safe 
enough for kids to play. It is recommended for players ages 10 and up. If you can draw back a 28-pound 
bow, you can play!  Previous archery experience is NOT required. These bows can be picked up and shot 
right out of the box by virtually anyone!

 RIYADH                   JEDDAH                  

 RIYADH                   JEDDAH                  
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Video Game Events

Our state of the art mobile game theaters are the star of every event and guaranteed to amaze!  Imagine 
playing the hottest video games like Guitar Hero, Madden Football and Call of Duty on huge plasma 
screens in a climate controlled gaming utopia. Now picture all of that plus multi-player game play, 
surround sound audio, laser light effects and fog machines and you’ve got an experience they’ll never 
forget!

 RIYADH                   JEDDAH                  
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 Bungee Run & Joust Combo
 
Double the competition, double the fun! These two interactive are the most popular games we rent for 
festivals and parties. The Joust is a competition where two opponents try to knock each other down with 
padded jousting sticks. The Bungee Run is a thrilling challenge where two players strap on a vest con-
nected to a bungee cord. They run as fast as they can to see who can be the first to the end of the inflat-
able. Having these crazy inflatable games at your party will ensure that there is never a dull moment for 
you and friends of all ages! 

 RIYADH                   JEDDAH                  

Jumping Castle

is really becoming a trend to give the perfect environment for a kid to be happy for long hours. These 
structures are manufactured keeping in mind the different themes of the kid’s parties and occasions.

 RIYADH                   JEDDAH                  
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Hamster Ball’s Race Track

 Our Giant Hamster Balls are a unique and exciting way to experience the thrill of 360 degree fun. Whether 
standing up or sitting down, you’ll have a blast rolling around on safe track race.
 Big enough (and safe enough) for both kids and adults, it’s like nothing you’ve ever experienced (unless 
you’re a hamster)!

Bumper Balls
 
 Bumper Ball is where teams of people get together to play football or soccer wearing giant bubbles 
(sometimes referred to as Body Zorbs or Loopyballs), allowing them to bump, roll and flip over while try-
ing to score a goal.
 you don’t have to be a kid to play bumper balls adjusting the padded harness on the inside of the ball will 
give the adults a chance to play it also Ready? let’s bump it.

 RIYADH                   JEDDAH                  

 RIYADH                   JEDDAH                  
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Water Slide

 If you’re looking for a way to animate your upcoming party, this Inflatable 5-Meters slide is your best bet. 
It is one of our most popular dry/wet slides suitable for children of all ages. During cold weather it can be 
used as a dry slide, and during warmer weather makes a fun wet water slide. 

Obstacle Course
 
 Let your children race down this huge 40 foot inflatable as they test their physical powers while running, 
jumping, climbing, and leaping through this All Stars Obstacle Course. This obstacle course includes jump-
ing tests, a climbing wall and slide. Kids and teens will love playing to see who has the strength to get the 
best time through this obstacle course.

 RIYADH                   JEDDAH                  

 RIYADH                   JEDDAH                  
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Mini Tsunami

 Inflatable bouncer “Mini tsunami” is a small, easy to install an inflatable attraction with the slide, for 4-6 
children.

SUMO
 
“Sumo” is a sporty game that lets you simulate a sumo fight. The set includes two sumo suits, two helmets 
and a mat. The aim is to push the opponent outside the mat borders.

 RIYADH                   JEDDAH                  

 RIYADH                   JEDDAH                  
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Body Art

 Always dreamed of having an amazing tattoo? then you must try our amazing body art game that comes 
with brilliant sets of water removable tattoos and body doodles to choose among and get it sprayed on 
your body, don’t forget to take a picture of that.

Hover Ball
 
The safe Archery Hoverball Unit is a colourful inflatable shooting gallery that we can set up in minutes.
Players take aim at plastic balls that hover on air. Not only is it fun for all ages but kids improve hand-eye 
co-ordination and self-esteem whilst introducing them to a wonderful sport. There are various shooting 
and skill games that can be played at our hoverball units, and a number of players can compete at once.

 RIYADH                   JEDDAH                  

 RIYADH                   JEDDAH                  
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